TAX MAP INDEX

TAX MAP SCALE: SEE SCALE ON EACH SECTION MAP
NUMBERS OF PARCELS

EACH TOWN IN THE COUNTY OF GENESEE HAS BEEN DIVIDED INTO "SECTIONS" DESIGNATED AS (...). ALL SECTIONS CONTAIN FROM TWO TO EIGHT FARM LOTS. WITHIN EACH SECTION ARE AREAS BOUNDED BY ROADS, RAILROADS, WATERWAYS OR OTHER NATURAL BOUNDARIES, WHICH ARE DESIGNATED AS "BLOCKS". EACH LOT OR PARCEL WITHIN THE BLOCK IS NUMBERED CONSECUTIVELY, STARTING IN THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF EACH BLOCK AND PROCEEDING CLOCKWISE.

THEREFORE, THE PARCEL NUMBER FOR A SPECIFIC PROPERTY IS A COMBINATION OF THE NUMBERS OF THE SECTION, BLOCK AND PARCEL. FOR EXAMPLE, PARCEL NUMBER 4-2-12 MEANS THAT THE PROPERTY MAY BE FOUND ON SECTION MAP 4, IN BLOCK 2, AND THE SPECIFIC PARCEL NUMBER IS 12.

METHOD OF NUMBERING PARCELS WHEN LANDS ARE DIVIDED OR SUBDIVIDED:

1. SAMPLE PARCEL:
   4-2-12

2. WHEN A PARCEL IS SUBDIVIDED INTO TWO PARCELS, THE PARCEL, BOUND OFF BECOMES 4-2-12 AND THE RETAINED PORTION BECOMES 4-2-12.1

3. WHEN A PARCEL IS REDEVELOPED SUCH AS 4-2-12.1, THE PARCEL, SOLOD OFF BECOMES 4-2-12, AND THE RETAINED PORTION BECOMES 4-2-12.11.

4. WHEN SUBSEQUENT DIVISION TAKES PLACE, THE PARCEL RETAINED IS ALWAYS NUMBERED WITH THE "11" AT THE END OF THE NUMBER OR LETTER IN ORへのE.